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Embryonic stem cells rely on Polycomb group proteins to
reversibly repress genes required for differentiation. We report
that stem cell Polycomb group targets are up to 12-fold more
likely to have cancer-specific promoter DNA hypermethylation
than non-targets, supporting a stem cell origin of cancer in
which reversible gene repression is replaced by permanent
silencing, locking the cell into a perpetual state of self-
renewal and thereby predisposing to subsequent
malignant transformation.

A long-standing question in cancer research has been whether cancer
arises through mutations in stem cells, or whether differentiated cells
undergoing malignant transformation reacquire stem cell character-
istics through a process of dedifferentiation1,2. Tumor heterogeneity
and shared features of normal stem cells and cancer cells have recently
given rise to the concept of cancer stem cells3,4. However, it has been
challenging to obtain firm empirical evidence supporting a normal
stem cell origin of cancer.

Stems cells rely on Polycomb group (PcG) proteins to reversibly
repress genes encoding transcription factors required for differentia-
tion5. We and others6 hypothesize that acquisition of promoter DNA
methylation at these repressed genes could lock in stem cell pheno-
types and initiate abnormal clonal expansion and thereby predispose
to cancer. Recently, genes have been identified that are targeted for
transcriptional repression in human embryonic stem (ES) cells by the
PcG proteins suppressor of zeste 12 (SUZ12) and embryonic ectoderm
development (EED), which form the Polycomb repressive complex 2
(PRC2) and which are associated with nucleosomes that are trimethy-
lated at Lys27 of histone H3 (H3K27)7. We have recently described the
promoter DNA methylation analysis of 195 genes in ten primary
human colorectal tumors and matched normal mucosa8. We were able
to identify the stem cell occupancy by SUZ12 and EED and the
trimethylation status of H3K27 for 177 of these genes using previously
published information7. Of these 177 genes, 77 showed evidence of
cancer-associated DNA methylation when compared with matched
normal colorectal mucosa (Fig. 1a). Notably, approximately 44% of
these 77 genes contained at least one of these ES cell repressive marks,

and 32% contained all three marks. Only about 5% of the 100 genes
that were either constitutively methylated or unmethylated contained
these marks, and only 3% contained all three marks, close to the
average of 4% for the 16,710 gene promoters reported in ref. 7. The
difference in ES cell repressive marks between cancer-specifically
methylated genes and constitutively methylated or unmethylated
genes was highly significant (Fisher exact test, P o 0.0001; odds
ratio, 12.1), regardless of whether we restricted the analysis to tumors
with CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP)8. We confirmed this
association independently for both ovarian cancer– and breast cancer–
specifically methylated genes (Supplementary Note online). Others
have used a DNA methylation microarray to identify hypermethylated
genes in lung cancer cells9: of the 273 hypermethylated loci with
known gene names and PRC2 occupancy, 96 (35%) have at least one
PRC2 mark. This contrasts with our finding in this study of only one
gene with a single mark among the 23 known genes showing DNA
hypomethylation (P ¼ 0.0019; odds ratio: 11.9).

The predisposition of ES cell PRC2 targets to cancer-specific DNA
hypermethylation suggests crosstalk between PRC2 and de novo DNA
methyltransferases in an early precursor cell with a PRC2 distribution
similar to that of ES cells. The precise developmental stage and type of
cell in which such crosstalk might occur is unknown and might not be
an embryonic stem cell. Indeed, other stem and embryonic cell types
show a similar PRC2 preference for DNA-binding proteins and
transcription factors10,11. In contrast, colorectal and breast cancer
cell lines show a markedly different set of PRC2 targets, enriched in
genes encoding glycoproteins, receptors and immunoglobulin-related
genes10, which are not frequent cancer-specific DNA hypermethylation
targets. This suggests that the crosstalk leading to DNA methylation
predisposition probably occurs early in oncogenesis, at a time in which
the PRC2 distribution resembles that of a stem cell (Fig. 1b).

If such crosstalk occurs at low frequency in stem cells, then this
phenomenon might be observable in enriched adult stem cell popula-
tions. We investigated whether the high sensitivity of the MethyLight
assay could detect low-frequency dense promoter methylation in
CD34-positive hematopoietic progenitor cells from nine individuals
(Supplementary Note). Repressed genes containing at least two of the
PRC2 marks were methylated in CD34-positive stem cells twice
as frequently as genes lacking these marks (mean: 6 subjects versus
3 subjects, respectively; P ¼ 0.02).

Our observations suggest that the first predisposing steps towards
malignancy may occur very early and are consistent with reports of
field changes in histologically normal tissues adjacent to malignant
tumors12–14. These results provide a mechanistic basis for the predis-
position of certain promoter CpG islands to cancer-associated DNA
hypermethylation. Indeed, because some of the PRC2 targets with
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tumor-specific promoter DNA methylation, such as MYOD1, NEU-
ROD1 and NEUROG1, are not normally expressed in the epithelium,
we suggest that our observations are more indicative of a residual
stem-cell memory than of selective pressure for silencing of these
particular genes during the transformation process in epithelial cells.
We hypothesize that aberrant PRC2–DNA methyltransferase crosstalk
occurs at low frequency in stem cells and may not disrupt normal
differentiation if the silencing affects a small number of PRC2 targets
that are not crucial to differentiation. However, if sufficient numbers
of a particular subset are affected, then the resulting DNA methylation
seeds could prevent proper differentiation and could predispose
to further malignant development. We note that not all cancer-
specifically methylated genes are ES cell PRC2 targets. It is conceivable
that PRC2 targets in other stem or progenitor cells could contribute to
the diversity of DNA methylation targets observed among different
types of cancer. It is also conceivable that other, more tissue-specific
repressive complexes are capable of causing a similar predisposition to
DNA hypermethylation. Finally, our observations suggest that screen-
ing for PRC2 target promoter DNA hypermethylation is advisable for
therapeutic applications involving introduction of cells derived from
cloned ES cells15.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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Figure 1 PRC2 promoter occupancy in human ES

cells and DNA methylation in human colorectal

tumors and matched normal mucosa. (a) SUZ12

and EED occupancy data and H3K27

trimethylation status for 177 genes were obtained

from ref. 7 and are indicated by blue bars. Gene

identities and primer and probe sequences are

supplied in the Supplementary Note. DNA

methylation data were obtained from ref. 8. PMR

values are indicated by colored bars as shown in

the key at the bottom of a. Genes are ranked by

decreasing cancer-specific DNA methylation as

defined by the differential mean PMR between

tumor and normal samples. The 77 genes with a

differential mean PMR Z2 are grouped in the top
part of the panel, and the 100 genes with a

differential o2 are represented in the lower part

of the panel. (b) A model for the progression of

epigenetic marks from reversible repression in ES

cells to aberrant DNA methylation in cancer

precursor cells and persistent gene silencing in

cancer cells.
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